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March 27, 2003

Waiting for TheRofinch Since 1920

Volume 82, Number 20

WAEINIRAQ
How Does the Military Conflict Anect Longwood Students?
Nick Klines
iWwj Editor

On Wednesday March 19,2003, the
United States initiated military conflict with Iraq as coalition forces
began dropping bombs on
Saddam Hussein's residence in
Baghdad.
This "decapitation attack,"
as the Pentagon refers to it,
was simply the beginning of
hostilities that have escalated over the past week.
On Thursday, ground
troops began marching
toward Baghdad making
rapid progress during the
weekend. Unexpected resistance from paramilitary forces
at the beginning of the week
has slowed the advance.
British forces are engaged in
a heated battle for Basra, while
US forces prepare for heavy
resistance around Baghdad.
At press time, 47 coalition
fatalities had been confirmed
by the Pentagon in addition to
the 12 personnel that are missing, 5 of whom are now considered prisoners of war.
The Iraqi government
claims that at least 93 civilians
have been killed in the conflict
so far.
There are no reported
numbers on the number of
Iraqi soldiers killed.
While casualty reports,
troop movements, and
images of sandstorms may
seem unrelated to small
town life in Farmville, the
recent conflict has affected the Longwood community in many ways.
Many students and faculty
members have family in the military, some of whom are in involved
in Iraq. Several students are members of the National Guard,'and at
least 40 students are enrolled in
RpTC.
To date, 6 students who were
involved with the National Guard

have had to withdraw from school
after receiving calls from the military.

degree before being
called to duty.
Alumni Relations reports that
"quite a few " graduates are
involved in the conflict.
The recent conflict has placed
the entire nation on a heightened
state of security, and new security
measures have been implemented
on Longwood's campus.

Access to residence halls has
been severely restricted, and campus police patrols have been
increased.
Resident hall staff have
increased communication with students concerning the effects of the
new security level.
The Vice President of Facilities
Management and Technology,
Richard Bratcher, has been in contact with local authorities to help
develop an emergency response
team.
In the event of an emergency,
this team would use an
approach referred to as the
Incident Command System to
utilize previously established
command and communication structures to acquire
support resources such as
EMT personnel, chemical
cleanup crews, and additional police officers.
Bratcher says that, "No
credible or specific threat has
been
identified
in
the
Commonwealth of Virginia."
Bratcher encourages students to
act as citizen leaders by keeping
their eyes open for any suspicious
activities and informing the campus police of anything unusual. He
also recommends that students
visit www.ready.gov for more
advice on what to do in the event
of an emergency.
Dr. John Reynolds, Director of
International Affairs, says that the
war has little effect on study
abroad programs. "We are doing
everything we can to maintain the
safety and security of our students
abroad," he says.
Students are placed in institutions with on- site resident advisors, and the ability to hire guards
should they be needed. Students
are registered with US embassies
and notified immediately in the
case of an emergency.
Students who are concerned
about terrorist threats, or the conflict in Iraq, are encouraged to contact the counseling center at x2409.

Mike Leeder with his wife, Jodie, and children Michael (5)
and Alyssa (2).

Leeder s Contract Not Renewed by Longwood
Men s HeadBasketball Coach. To Lea ve L U;
National Search Under Way for Replacement
Although* several members of
the men's basketball team declined
to comment, sophomore Nick
Longwood University announced Payne said, "I'm disappointed to
Wednesday, March 26 that Men's see him leave. He's been good to
Basketball Coach Mike Leeder will me all year, especially with Coach
not have his contract renewed for Hamm leaving.
the 2003-2004 school year.
"Coach Hamm had recruited me
Leeder, who came to Longwood from Australia, so Coach I-eeder
in 1999, coached the men's basket- kind of took over that role.
ball team to an 11-9 record in the
'There's nothing we [the men's
CVAC (Carolinas-Virginia Athletic basketball team] can do about it
Conference) for the 2002-2003.
except come back next year. I don't
His overall record at Longwood think that much will change. I wish
was 55-57, with a CVAC record of him the best of luck in whatever he
38-42.
decides to do."
When asked why Coach Leeder's
Coach Leeder said, "I don't
contract was not being renewed, know why my contract is not being
Athletic Director Rick Mazzuto renewed. I had a short meeting
said, 'The requirements for coach- with Rick and was told that my
ing at Longwood have changed dra- contract is not being renewed and
matically in the past year. Mike did that I needed to see people in
not promote the basketball team, human resources. I've been a coach
was not actively and aggressively at Longwood for four years, and I
participating in fundraising activi- loved the first three. This past year
ties, and we are currently seeking a has been difficult. I am going to
better spokesman for the commu- take my good memories of
nity and the basketball program, Longwood with me and am ready
but we have no leading candidates." to turn the page."
Nick Elmes
News Editor
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The Rotunda
staff recently
went to the
College
Media
Advisors
Conference
in New York

City.
For several of us, it was the first
time to New York, and the experience was once in a lifetime.
The conference itself taught us a
lot about layout and photo techniques. They offered career track
seminars as well, with resume
advice and tips for landing your
fust job out of college.
The best part of the trip, however, was the fact that we were in New
York City as the United States

began dropping bombs on Iraq.
Saturday afternoon four of us
went to Times Square and had a
prime view of the anti-war
protests, and we were able to take
photos for the paper.
While I don't side one way or
another with protesters, I respect
their right to voice an opinion and
their right to freedom of assembly.
Some of the antics, however,
seemed more about the act of
protesting than any real knowledge
of the situation in Iraq.
The most disappointing group
to me were the women dancing the
Electric Slide while they chanted
anti-war slogans.
I fail to see how a dance such as
the Electric Slide makes an impact
on the government's thoughts of
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I think that several police officers were actually laughing at these
women, and I don't blame them.
I just think that protesting done
correctly, can be effective, but the
protesters should think about the
image they project and whether or
not people will take them seriously.
Aside from that, seeing such an
enormous group of people crowding the streets was awe-inspiring.
There was literally no room to
move as we pushed and bumped
our way down the streets.
At no point did I ever feel
endangered, and the ma|onty of
the protesters seemed intent onlv
on having their voices heard and
not shouting at bystanders or
police.
On Sunday morning, another
group of us took the subway down
to Ground Zero.
We walked around the fenced
crater, and automatically people

talked with lower voices to respect
A man stood by the wall, explainthe solemnity of the site.
ing the significance of the towers
I don't feel qualified to even and trying to relate their height to
begin to describe how I felt, mainly surrounding buildings.
because no matter how many words
T-shirts, fire fighter badges, and
come to mind, they are not ade- cranes hung on the wall along with
quate enough to describe the feeling messages scrawled in ink, ranging
one receives by walking through the from the simple "Why?" to "God
memories
and
shadows
of Bless America" to "Nothing Could
September 11.
Prepare Us For This Tragedy."
So I'll just tell you as best I can
I'm glad that members of The
what surrounded the giant crater in Rotunda staff could share such an
the earth.
intimate moment.
When we exited the subway, we
Even as we separated to take in
were greeted by a large fence cov- the scene alone, I felt closer to each
ered with posters of the World of them.
Trade Center from the 1970s and
After we left, we couldn't really
again after September 11.
talk about it.
A small group of high school
Imagine that, a group of verbose
students stood outside the gate, |ournalists reduced to silence amidst
singing softly and lending to the a being bigger than any of us.
quiet solitude of the Sunday morning.
Photos of the WTC and people
Dawn Kanehl
who died covered a gray wall just to
Editor-in-Chief
the left of the fence.
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Letters to the Editor
Dear Editor:
I recently conducted an informal survey, asking faculty and
staff members about their students' and parents' experience
with students being held accountable for their alcohol and drug
choices.
Faculty and staff of the university had different views.
Questions such as: "Have you
ever known a student to be suspended from the university for
alcohol related charges; did you
converse with the parents and
what was their action; and, how
would you feel if your son or
daughter was suspended from
Longwood due to an alcohol
related charge?" were asked in the
survey.
While not all university officials responded, the individuals
who did, and had known about a
student, felt that it was not the
fault of the university, just poor
decision making by the student.
I found the results of the survey quite interesting. Of the 105
respondents, 38 (36%) answered
saying they had known a student
who had been suspended from
Longwood due to an alcohol
related charge.
Only five professors had conversed with parents of the students.

The professors supported the
school, as well as offering assistance to the parents.
Typically speaking, parents and
professors at the college level do
not converse in the same manner
as high school teachers and parents.
Typically, the professors were
distressed that students did not
make educated, sensible decisions.
All of my respondents supported Longwood and their decision
to make it a safe and educational
campus.
A handful of professors, however, gave their input on the
Farmville police.
Most university staff members
felt that drinking and driving, for
the most part, is not socially
acceptable with the new generations.
However, the issue of the cops
issuing Drunk In Publics startled
individuals.
One
professor
responded in this way, "Why
should we punish students for
walking back from a party after
drinking and not reward them for
not getting behind the wheel?"
The professor was not supporting underage drinking. However,
he understands this is college and
college students are going to do
what college students have done
for generations.

The most interesting response
arose from the question "How
would you feel if your son or
daughter were suspended from
Longwood for alcohol charges?"
Embarrassed, ashamed, upset,
worried, mad, were just a few of
the adjectives given to describe
the situation.
Some professors had children
who had received strikes, but were
not suspended.
Others would support their
children in decision making and
assist them in pursuing the right
path toward success.
Still others would bring up the
money issue. One professor quoted in saying "I am a teacher. I am
not rich. I would be upset if my
child was wasting my money
instead of receiving the most out
of their education."
In closing, most faculty and
staff support Longwood's mission of keeping our campus safe
and educational.
Some professors emphasized
that students do not always understand that your parents send you
to college to receive an education,
not to party.
University workers are also in
support of more parental involvement in their children's lives.
Anonymous

Opinion
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Moles Miglit Mean Melanoma
Devan MacConncll
Staff Writer

A healthy looking tan is actually
damaged skin, isn't that ironic?
The truth: the "bronzed" look is
damaged skin, which could lead to
melanoma or skin cancer.
If Melanoma is not caught it
spreads to organs and new cancers
develop.
However, if Melanoma is caught
early, with treatment it can be
stopped.
Articles on skin and sun awareness can be found in the April edition of Cosmo and Seventeen magazines.
An article in Cosmo reads,
"Just 30 minutes
under the UVA lights at a salon
can equal the damage caused by
an entire day's worth of rays."
Seventeen magazine states,
"Melanoma, the most
lethal type of skin cancer, isn't a disease that
only happens to otherolder- people. Cases of
Melanoma have risen
61% in the past 30 years
for women ages 15 to 29
according
to
the
American
Cancer
Society."
I'm 19, a sophomore
here at Longwood. Over
the summer a routine
trip to my dentist's office
changed my life.
My dentist noticed a
mole on my right arm
and told me to have it
checked out. I thought
nothing of it, and told
him I would have it
checked just to get him
to stop talking.
I've lived at the beach my whole
life and have gone to tanning beds
since high school, so I've always
heard the "stay out of the sun, wear
sun screen, and get your skin
checked" spiel.

My mom, luckily, took his
advice and set an appointment
up for me to go see a dermatologist.
One look at the mole on my
arm and my dermatologist told
me it needed to be removed right
away.
Me, being scared to death of
shots, much less them taking
something off of my arm,
refused and told them they were
crazy.
But two weeks later, about a
week into Fall '02 semester I had
my first surgery to remove my
mole.
In my situation, the mole was
not raised above the skin, so they
had to cut a
football shaped incision around my mole.
After surgery, I
returned
to
Longwood
with stitches
and a sling,
thinking that
the
whole
^IteOripul
mole ordeal
was over.
r.
Well,
Friday the
13th, now
an
even
more dreaded day to my
friends and
family, the
results came
back.
My dermatologist
told my parents that I
had
the
beginnings
of
Melanoma and would need
another surgery to see if it had
spread.
That Saturday, my family
showed up unexpectedly to my
room here at Longwood and told
me the results.

You can only imagine my reaction,
finding out at 19 that I had skin cancer. I was in shock and my friends
really didn't know what to say, but
they were there to support me in
whatever way they could.
A week later I went home and had
my second surgery. The results from
that surgery, luckily, came backbenign.
The Melanoma did not spread
past the borders from the first surgery. I was lucky my Melanoma was
caught early.
I have had a few more places taken
off on my shoulder and back, and
those also have come back benign.
However, every 4 months I have
to go to a Melanoma clinic and have
my entire body scanned.
My days of tanning beds are over.
I can go in the sun only if I am sporting SPF 45 and even then, not for
long.
The scar on my arm from the two
surgeries is anything but pretty. I
catch people staring at it anytime I
wear a short-sleeved shirt.
At 6rst, I was self-conscious and
cried about the ugly scar on my arm.
Now, I just think of it as a second
chance at life.
My doctor told me that if I had
not gone in when I did and had my
Melanoma caught, that a year from
now it would've spread to other parts
of my body.
With melanoma, it usually spreads
to the lymph nodes. My 7th grade
English teacher died from cancer of
the lymph nodes. I am only 19; I am
not ready to face even the idea of
death.
If there is anything unusual on
your skin be it a mole, freckle, or any
skin abnormality, have it checked.
Be careful when you're out in the
sun and like Baz Luhrman's
"Sunscreen Song" says, "If I could
offer you one tip of advice for the
future, sunscreen would be it."
Make an appointment with your
dermatologist; a 10-minute appointment could save your life.

Dear Editor:
Dawn Kanehl's article, "On
Your Honor: Understanding the
Longwood Disciplinary System,"
was timely and fine... for students.
However, if the Longwood
Code of Conduct and Standards
and Regulations do not specifically state a particular act, does that
act not violate fundamental honor
or judicial premises?
I hope Dawn will also print an
article explaining the Honor and
Disciplinary System for neglected
staff members, if such a system
exists.
To whom do students report
staff members who are remiss in
their duties?
It appears many Longwood
residential students exhibit their
egotistic trait by continually parking illegally in faculty, staff, and
commuter parking spaces.
To be fair, not only residential
students park illegally, but their
illegal parking creates a domino
effect.
It also appears that the university's campus police expose their
disdain for faculty, staff, and commuters by continually disregard-

ing their sworn duties (or perhaps
they are not sworn) to uphold
university regulations and poll
cies.
Every Monday through Friday
morning between 7:00 and 8:00
a.m., there are residential students parked in faculty, staff, and
commuter spaces on Madison
and Redford.
The Parking Regulations state
that parking allocations are in
effect on these days from 7:00
a.m. to 7:00 p.m.
On three occasions, I observed
a Campus Police officer slowly
drive by all the illegally parked
vehicles without giving them a
second, or even first, glance.
Perhaps the freezing temperatures prohibited him from leaving
his vehicle and perhaps campus
police standard procedures
endorse this lack of action.
Perhaps Longwood campus
police officers possess the
omnipotent authority to select
which regulations and policies
they will uphold-and parking regulations are not among them.
Trudy Berry

props and drops
Props:
+ To the first day of spring and this lovely weather!
+To April Fool's Day (the RoFunda baby!)
+To Dr. Shockley and Dr. Bill for their way cool
talks!
+ To the Vagina Monologues. Awesome job!
+To hot guys on trains.
+To President Cormier being involved in students'
lives.
Drops:
- To the Longwood Campus Police officers who are
littering the campus with cigarette butts.
- To corrupt disks.
- To gross feet.
- To instability in the SGA. Nixon comes to
Longwood?
- To middle school popularity hierarchies in college.
- To SGA attempting to merge the BSA rep with
the Multicultural rep. Multi= many. That's the
whole point.
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adCOCK's PERSPECTIVE
defining the nookie. You see and doesn't want anyone to know
there are different types of booty (ie. He thought about putting a
paper bag over your head); or he
out there.
There is the booty that is a is only interested in you as a piece
of ass.
drunken pile of body parts.
In either case, you two need to
There is the booty-call, which
occurs on a somewhat consistent define what your status is.
basis, but only when one of those Chances are he does not like you
the way you like him.
involved is in the mood.
If the two of you decide to
There
is
the
one-night-stand
worth reponding to.
remain
casual sex friends, that is
Although this week's question sex (do I really need to define this
okay
as
long as you keep emowas written by a female, it could for you?). Then you have that
just have easily been written buy a awesome stuff that is not sex or tional attachment to a minimum.
booty but the act of making love, Don't go dropping the "L-bomb"
"/ realty like this guy, and we've done between two people who in the heat of passion. If he just
wants you as sport sex, sex for
slept together a few times, no big deal truly care for each other.
But I've heard from mutual friends that
You need to open your eyes, the sake of having sex, and that is
he never talks about me, my name never girl, and take off those rose col- not what you want, you need to
even comes up in conversation. I don't ored glasses! If you are interested make the decision to leave and
know what to think, does he tike me or in the dude, then I am sure you don't go back just because you
is he just using me?"
mention his name to all of your get horny and you're lonely.
If you do that and you write
-Catherine, Sr.
friends as often as possible. This
To start with, there is nothing guy does not mention your name back, you are just going to get a
wrong with a little bit of nookie in conversation means one of big "told you so!"
in my opinion. The main issue is two things, he is ashamed of you
Well to all of
my faithful
readers, it
seems like it
has
been
awhile since
I had a really
good question that was

Freedom Fries?! French Fries?!
In these days of war, suspicion
and unilateral US action I feel it's
my time as one of the many patriotic dissenters to strike a blow for
those of us who are starting to get
just a little disgusted by our president's dedication to alienating the
rest of the world.
I think just about everybody
heard about the House of
Representatives changing "French"
fnes to "Freedom" fries in the
House cafeteria on March 11. This
move was a result of a restaurant
called "Cubbies" in Beaufort, NC
changing the name first.
First of all, I don't see what's so
wrong about the French, the
Russians, and the Germans deciding to use their votes in the UN as
they see fit. The United Nations is
not the plaything of the United
States. It was founded to give all
nations a place where they would
have a voice in making important
world policy.
The assertion that if the UN did
not authorize force (which it didn't
do) that it was nothing but a debating society is fundamentally flawed.
The United Nations is a debating
society. It's a place where nations
can come together and solve problems. France and Russia, as permanent members of the Security
Council, have the nght to veto any
proposal to the Security Council. If
you think that's not good, consider

the United States' veto. When we
invaded Grenada without UN
approval and the International
Court ordered us to stop and the
UN condemned our action, we didn't follow the International Court
and vetoed the Security Council
resolution condemning our action.
We've used our veto quite a bit, but
France doesn't have the nght to
even question United States policy.
That's not right. That's not what
the UN was intended for. It is not
a rubber stamp so Junior in the
White House can bomb the heck
out of Saddam. It's an important
part of world peace and should be
treated as one.
Besides that, who are we to say a
darn thing about the French? It's
interesting how the United States
has treated the French over the
years.
First of all, we were enemies
when we were colonies of Great
Britain. Great Britain and France
didn't get along, so we didn't like
the French.
Then, during the Revolutionary
War the French were our biggest
and most important ally. Their
timely assistance at Yorktown won
us the war and our independence.
Shortly afterward a spying scandal
screwed up relations again. The
French gave us the Statue of
Liberty (what's next, are we going
to send Lady Liberty back?). The

French have done a number of
things for America. We've done a
number of things for them; however, that doesn't give us the right to
call them cowards because they
choose not to join us in this fight.
That doesn't give us the right to
slam French culture because they
don't act like good toadies like the
British.
All it gives us the nght to do is
what the French did. Respectfully
question our decision and act in
order to use our power to convey
the wishes of our people to the
UN. That's what France did. They
did what any good democracy
does; listen to the people and do
their bidding. Tony Blair can't listen to his people. They don't want
war, but he can't follow them- why?
So he'll play a part in bringing
democracy to Iraq. Maybe after
that he'll worry about his country,
if they don't vote him out of
power. The Turkish parliament
represented the views of their people (90% of whom oppose the war
in Iraq) and we got mad at them.
I think I've figured it out. We
love to talk about democracy but
the practice scares us. Especially
George Bush- hey, if we had democratic elections he'd be on the lecture circuit instead of playing with
'The Button."
Oh well. Only 585 days left until
we can throw the bastard out!

March 27, 2003

Speak On t
What are your feelings about
Operation Iraqi Freedom?

"I still feel the same way about the war a week into it. I don't
support oppression of any kind and I continue to have hope
that we will one day find a more peaceful way to end oppression.
"Unfortunately, I don't think that this war is simply to stop
the oppression of the Iraqi people. There are two instant
thoughts that run through my mind when I think about the war:
1. Somehow those who support the troops are being diacotomized against those who are for peace. That doesn't make
sense to me. If you are for peace you are for the troops returning safely.
"2. Given that my office is the Office of Leadership I find
myself thinking in those terms. So I ask the question: Have we
set up a world in which our leaders can't be humans? What I
mean is- how would the world react if President Bush wanted to
back out or admitted a mistake or if Saddam wanted to hand
over all his weapons? Would anyone think he was sincere?
"It just bothers me that we here at Longwood focus on growing as leaders but we don't have a lot of examples of the things
we are learning being put into practice in the world."
- Sarah Schoper, Director of Leadership and New Student
Programs

"I feel like Bush made a decision without really addressing the
concerns of his country. If we were the ones who put Saddam
into power, what is different this time? If we are doing this for
the Iraqi people, how do we know this is what they want? If this
is adding stability to the region, are Iraq's neighbors in support
of the war? If the cause of Islamic extremist terrorist actions is
perceived American moral imperialism, isn't this going to add
feul to this fire?"
-Mike Smith, SGA President

News
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Dawn Kanchl
Editor -in-Chief

While battle raged in Iraq,
members of The Rotunda
editorial
board
were
reminded of the tragedy
that started America on the
path to war. The area where
the World Trade Center once
stood has been fenced off
and is now patrolled by
armed members of the
National Guard. The public
can view the site from
Church St. where placards
are posted with pictures
and information on the
World Trade Center. All of
the debris has been cleared
away, and construction on a
new subway line has begun
in the crater

Anti-war protesters gathered in
New York City on Saturday,

from the city until 4 p.m., at
which time they were asked to

March 22 around noon to rally
against the war in Iraq, amidst
onlookers and police dressed in
not gear.
The group, estimated around
200,000 people, marched from
Times Square to Washington
Square as they sang, shouted,
danced, and held various signs
calling for peace and an end to
the war.
The protest received a permit

disperse.
Roughly 80 protesters were
arrested at the end of the protest,
when they doused police with
pepper spray, injuring several officers who were treated at the hospital.
One group of women chanted
and danced the Electric Slide,
several others held black umbrellas and bread baguettes in support of the French, and groups of
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students also chanted their antiwar sentiments.
Signs were abundant and
ranged from "No War for
Empire," "More Creativity Not
War," "Impeach President Bush,"
and "Drop Bush, Not Bombs."
Some signs simply had graphics, picturing President George
Bush as Hitler, and another
depicting him as an ape with a
peace sign crammed in his
mouth.
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ShamROCK & RUN Helps To Prevent Ckild Abuse
Ashley Dow
Staff Writer
Kappa Delta Sorority will
host
the
first
annual
ShamROCK & RUN 5K race
this Saturday March 29th at
10 a.m. to benefit Prevent
Child Abuse America and
other local child abuse prevention agencies.
With
warm
weather
approaching fast, students
are preparing their bodies for
shorter shorts and bathing
suits.
Many students work out at
the weight room, where. All
that will change this Saturday
when students and faculty
will cease their normal workout routine and participate in
a charity 5K run/walk
around campus amidst the
spring weather and live music
to support a great cause.
Starting in 1983, each year
around Saint Patrick's Day,
Kappa Deltas across the
country
hold
Shamrock
Events to benefit PCAA.
Since then, Kappa Delta

has raised more than five million dollars through annual
Shamrock Event fundraisers.
Kelly Fischer, philanthropy
chairman for Kappa Delta, is
responsible for the organization of the 5K.
Fischer said, "this project
has been in development for
six months and the support
of Longwood, Kappa Delta,
and the Richmond chapter of
PCAA have helped to make
this event possible."
In 2001, Kappa Deltas
raised $508,000 and donated
over 59,000 hours to the prevention of child abuse.
Of
the funds raised
through
Kappa
Delta's
Shamrock Event, eighty percent will stay in the local area
and twenty percent will be
given to PCAA.
The registration fee for the
ShamROCK & RUN is five
dollars in advance and seven
dollars the day of the race.
You may sign up with any
sister of
Kappa Delta
Sorority.
On race day, late registra-

tion begins at 9 a.m. followed
by warm-ups at 9:30 a.m. The
race will commence at 10
a.m. on Lancaster Lawn.
Following the race, food
and drink will be available,
along with live music from
the band Autumn's Riddle
comprised of Longwood students Brian Lee and Adam
Rook.
Kappa Delta expects to
raise a significant amount of
money for PCAA through
participants, donations and
corporate sponsors.
Fischer said, "I hope the
Longwood community is
responsive to this event so we
can continue to raise money
for Prevent Child Abuse
America in future years."
The winners of the men
and women's division will
each receive a t-shirt and gift
certificate to a local Farmville
restaurant.
If you have any questions
regarding the ShamROCK &
RUN please e-mail kafische@longwood.edu.

Congratulations to the
2003 Preview Staff!
Kitty Chappell

Kari Clark

Heather Van Dyke

Jonnie Fravel

Megan Greene

Sommer Jones

Esra Kazanoglu

Bryan Lee

Anne Reilly

Andie Robbins

Mark Rutherford

Monet Salvadore

Mike Smith

Lori Sprosty

Meredith Taylor

Christie Vandiver

Jake Thomas Striebech vonReyn
Andrea Walker

Student Government Association Swears in New President
Kristen Casalenuovo
Staff Writer
The first order of business at
last week's SGA meeting was
the swearing in of a new president, Mike Smith.
Smith shared his vision for
the SGA. He wants to see
more student involvement in
SGA and more representation
of what students think in the
SGA meetings.
He also wants the senate to
seek out issues on campus that
students care about, and to
take personal initiative to
address them.
He said, "SGA senate members have become used to the
idea of looking for the executive board to give them their
ideas and issues to be concerned with, but it's time for
them to be proactive and find
their own issues and to keep
the executive board in the
loop."
To open the meeting to dis-

He also asked for signs to be
cuss the student handbook, or suggestions for what you
Jake vonReyn spoke in front of would Uke to see changed, placed on the construction
the SGA on his concern for please contact Scott Moore at fences that would display what
the creation of a stu— the finished project will
look like.
dent bill of rights.
Speaking on student
There is no such stu- The special board designated
dent bill of rights at
concerns. Smith called for
to examine the allegations
the need for Honor and
Longwood to date.
Among
freedoms
Judicial Board members
have no training whatsoever
that Jake wants to see
to be elected and not
addressed are the right on our judicial sustem or in
appointed as outlined in
to assemble, the nght what sexual assault is.
the student handbook.
to information, and the
Finally, he asked for
freedom of speech.
sexual assault procedures
If you have any suggestions, jsmoore@longwood.edu.
here to be evaluated, mainly
contact Jake vonReyn at jtvonSmith also addressed the how the members of the sperey@longwood.edu or call Board of Visitors this week- cial board designated to exam395-3916.
end. The Board of Visitors is a ine the allegations have no
A committee was created representative body for the training whatsoever on our
called Changes to the Student state government that evalu- judicial system or in what sexuHandbook Committee.
ates what issues need to be al assault is.
This committee will address addressed by the state on camThe complete speech that
issues pertaining to exactly pus.
Smith gave will be available on
what the name implies, making
In his speech, he expressed the SGA website.
changes to the student hand- the need for the tuition
Also in last week's SGA
book that the student body and increase to go towards things meeting. Secretary Moody and
the SGA would Uke to see ful- that the students Can enjoy Executive Senator Sprosty statfilled.
now, such as extending library ed that the SGA would be
If you have any comments hours back to normal.
involved in Spring Weekend

for the first time.
They will be sitting at a
booth and will also be participating in oozeball.
Elections chair Chris Leech
announced that class officer
elections will be coming up
soon.
To participate, forms will be
available at the front desks of
the residence halls and in the
SGA
office
located
in
Lankford.
Please remember that all
SGA meetings are open to all
students.
If you have a concern you
wish to see addressed or if you
just want to see your representative body at work, you are
encouraged to come to the
meetings, Tuesday at 3:45 in the
Lankford A and B rooms.
You can also check out the
recently updated SGA website
by clicking on current students
from Longwood's homepage
and it is right there above the
WIN link.

Community Advocacy Alliance would like
to congratulate its new members:
JENN VI2E, CHRIS COTNER, SUSAN SOUTH, ANDREA
CLARK USSY SHORT, SARAH ROGERS, ALENA SPEARS,
WALTER GRAY, LINDSEY MORGAN, PAM TRACY, AND

JEFFERY PEVEN.
CAA is committed to creating an alliance of persons who seek to
fundamentally change the environment of support for those who
experience discrimination or prejudice

LancerNet Goes to the Web!
Beginning April 1st Current Students Will View
Their LancerNet Bill on the Web.
(Bills Will No Longer be Mailed)
Sign up today to activate your Personal billing Number which will allow
direct dialing from Longwood University phones anywhere on campus.
NO late fees. NO Finance charges, NO interest charges.

healthy Living Leads to Healthy Live*

Longwood University
invites you to its 2003
Wellness Fair
-A fair promoting health and wellness

Date: April10th 2003
Time: 10:00 AM - 2:00 PM
Location: Student Union ABC rooms &
Ballroom
Featured Booths
> Alzheimer Association- giving away small gifts!!!
1
Progressive Therapy- strength tests, anatomy quizzesfor prizes, and computer posture tips.
' Crossroads- Information on mental illness, mental
retardation, and substance abuse!
• Farmville Volunteer Fire Department
• Information on self-esteem and body image
• Rad Tech- Screening for osteoporosis- faculty
$20.00, students $10.00- All female athletes
screened last year who were at high risk will be
screened for free!
• And many more interesting booths! Come check it out
and take a chance in winning a door prize!

SET IT 0|>
^.. j i
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Students will receive monthly notification
via their Longwood e-mail account.
Access the system from the Current Students option on
Longwood's homepage.

Student Health and Wellness Center
In partnership with the Prince Edward County Health
Department

HIV TESTING
APRIL 7. 2003
4:30PM - 6:30PM
IN
STUDENT HEALTH AND
WELLNESS CENTER
phone (434) 395-2102
(434)395-2509
fax (434)395-2783
e-mail phleelns9longwood.edu
jotobert@lonewood.edu

All Testing is FREE and ANONYMOUS
Call 434.395.2102 to make an
appointment

Are you one of the Tightest Bailers in VA?
Saturday March 29th
Longwood University-Lancer Gym and Outside court
5 on 5 Iron Man (6 man team)
Double/Single Elimination (Depending on # teams)
$25 pre-register (Deadline March 22nd), $30 on March 29th
DJ Record Breaker AKA Gillis Da I Mist
To sign-up or for more information Contact-Mike (434) 395-3893
Rene (434)395-3089, or Kim (434)395-4143 GET REGISTERED BEFORE ITS FULL!
Or register at Carringtons Music (434)392-3220 "All music, All the lime"

Calendar
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March 28- April 3, 2003

Vfi

Harry Potter 2

Softball

Softball

Rotunda Meeting

Lankford ABC Rooms
7:30 p.m.

@Salem Virginia

@Salem Virginia

Student Union
9:15 p.m.

Women's Golf
@ William and Mary

Women's Golf
IMBJU
or SECRETS

tOWjING

Chinua Hawk (Musician)
Lankford Ballroom
10 p.m.

@ William and Mary

Women's Lacrosse
vs. Shippensburg (P.A.)
11 a.m.

ShamROCK N RUN
Saturday March 29th
10 a.m.
BeneBtsPteuzt
ChldAtuseAnrn'ca

S, 2V

V?

Baseball
@St. Andrews (N.C.)
lp.m.

♦*"•
Baseball

Baseball
vs. Virginia State
1 p.m.

Baseball
@St. Andrews (N.C.)
12 p.m.

vs. Southern Virginia
lp.m.

Women's Lacrosse
Women's Tennis
vs. Randolph-Macon
3 p.m.

SGA Meeting

@Westchester (P.A.)
2 p.m.
Michael Collins (Comedian)
Lankford Ballroom
10 p.m.

<

Baseball
vs. Saint Paul's
lp.m.

Baptist Student Union
5:15 p.m. Dinner
6 p.m. Program

Senior Class
Meeting
SGA Office
5:30 p.m.

Women's Tennis
vs. Lees-McRae (N.C.)
2 p.m.

Audiovisual Club
Meeting
Lancer Cafe
9 p.m.

Lankford ABC Rooms
3:45 p.m.

Rabbi Zvi Ron
Junior Class Meeting
SGA Office
7:30 p.m.

Speaking on Judaism
Bedford Auditorium
7 p.m.

Unity Alliance
Lankford A Room
9 p.m.
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HOROSCOPES

by Sam Wise-Ridges
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by Brian Burton

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) Upset about a severe defeat this
week? Keep your head up and stay in the game. Maybe the
refs will be more in your favor next week.
Pisces (Feb. 19-Mar. 20) Rub them, lick them, love them. Have
you pleased a vagina today?

HA.
TXe V<cAcV\..,
\M1AAV

Aries (Mar. 21-April 19) Did you buy that dress in hopes of
attending the Oscars? Maybe you should tend to your studies a little more than you tend to your closet. If that special
someone in class hasn t noticed you yet their probably not
going to.

Vuxve TWM

&ii< doAe -for

Taurus (April 20-May 20)
Happy Birthday Aries. You are on top of the world this week,
no fooling!
Gemini (May 21-June 20) Trim your toe hair, scrape your
corns, and shovel out the jam from between your toes; sandal
season is upon us.
Cancer (June 21-July 22) Your life is like a giant ferris wheel
at Toys R Us, it goes around in circles and you get a really

long ride.
Leo(July23-Aufi.22)
If the selection of men around campus does not please your
libido then you can always take a trip to New York and see
the naked cowboy in his Speedo.
Virgo (Aufi.23-Sep. 22)
There are simply not enough words to describe your looming misfortune. Where your helmet on Tuesday and watch out for the falling

sky.
Libra (Sep. 25-Oct 22) If you are shopping for your pregnancy tests at the Dollar Tree then you definitely should not be having children. Save your dollar for something you can really afford and visit Student Health to consult a physician as to your options.
Scorpio (Oct23.~Nov. 21)
No sense in spending endless hours trying to make an Eward Scissor Hands master piece out of your pubic hair, shave it all off, you
never know what surprises are lurking in your tush.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) Hie stars in your eyes just aren't lining up with the stars in the sky this week. If you don't stop stalking
that certain somebody you'll be seeing stars when they have to result to using extreme measures so you will leave them alone.
Capricorn (Dec 22-Jan 19)Although Brazilian beauties do turn heads, bronzing at the tanning bed doesn't quite have the same affect
Save your wrinkles for old age instead of baking like a shriveled prune under the hot lights.

Style
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Concert Review:
rigkting Gravity
Caitlin White
Staff Writer

Fighting Gravity hasn't been
here at Longwood in over a
year, but they made up for that
last week when they came to
perform.
First, 45 Minute Lunch came
on stage and played for a while
to open up for Fighting Gravity,
then they came up on stage and
the crowd started to come
down from the bleachers in the
gym and walked right up to the
stage.
Schiavone, the,lead singer,
started to sing the National
Anthem.
It was stunning, he sounded
amazing, as always.
Afterward, he told the crowd
to get up and said he wouldn't
start until everyone got down
from the bleachers and came up
in front of the stage.
The band got the crowd
going and started the first song.
Everyone at the concert was
jumping up and down and

singing along as Schiavone
worked the crowd by singling
out a girl or two and singing
straight to them while the girl
stood in awe.
The guitar solos were awesome, and Schiavone explained
the band was going to play some
new songs from their latest CD.
The new songs were great;
they had everyone up and dancing and wishing they could sing
along, and knowing they would
be buying the CD soon after the
concert was over.
The band went on playing,
alternating from new songs to
their classics, and dancing,
jumping up and down and spinning on the stage, and you could
tell the audience was loving their
performance.
All in all, it was a great show
and it is obvious Longwood students were definitely happy to
have Fighting Gravity back on
their campus.
Let's just hope it isn't another
year before they come back to
amaze us again.

List of Items in Campus Lost and Found
1 BLACK 3 RING NOTEBOOK
1 GRAY 3 RING NOTEBOOK
7 SPIRAL RING NOTEBOOKS
1 TEXTBOOK- FEDERAL TAXATION 2000; HARDBACK
1 TEXTBOOK- ELEMENTARY STATISTICS; HARDBACK
1 TEXTBOOK- FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING; HARDBACK
1 TEXTBOOK- BUSINESS ESSENTIALS; SOFTBACK
1 TEXTBOOK- MARKETING; SOFTBACK
1 TEXTBOOK- FUNDAMENTAL MANGERIAL ACCOUNTING; SOFTBACK
1 BLUE FOLDER- 3 RING, 2 POCKETS
1 YELLOW & BLUE DOG CHAIN
1 BLACK EYEGLASS CASE W/EYEGLASSES
1 BLACK & BROWN CIGARETTE & LIGHTER HOLDER W/CIGS &
LIGHTER
1 PAIR EYEGLASSES-SILVER TRIM; ORANGE LENSES
WATCHES (4)
1 ARMITRON ALL SPORT- NAVY BLUE BAND
1 LORUS QUARTZ WALT DISNEY- BROWN BAND
1 TIMEX EXPEDITION- BLACK BAND
1 QUARTZ MUDD- ORANGE FACE; SILVER BAND
1 CALCULATOR- GRAY
1 BOOKBAG-JANSPORT- GREEN
1 OLD NAVY PULLOVER- GRAY/LARGE
1 HAT- POWERPUFF GIRLS-BLACK & PURPLE
1 AMERICAN EAGLE SWEATSHIRT- LIGHT BLUE/SMALL
1 LONGWOOD PULLOVER- BEIGE/LARGE
1 J. CREW JEAN JACKET
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JJie Vagina Monologues
Leslie Smith
Assistant News Editor
When Eve Ensler started The
Vagina Monologues she stated, "I
decided to talk to women about
their vaginas, to do vagina interviews, which became vagina
monologues. I talked with over
two hundred women. I talked to
older women, young women,
married women, single women,
lesbians, college professors,
actors, corporate professionals,
sex workers, African American
women, Hispanic women, Asian
American
women.
Native
American women, Caucasian
women, Jewish women. At first
women, were reluctant to talk.
They were a little shy. But once
they got going, you couldn't stop
them."
This eventually became the
opening
to
the
Vagina
Monologues, originally produced
in 1996, which first appeared on
the Off-Broadway, Westside
Theatre stage, in 1999, and continued to play until 2003, when
theproduction finally closed.
Based on over 200 interviews
from the diverse amount of
women that Ensler found, the
play explores women's ideas
about vaginas, and about violence
and views of women world-over.
V-Day was born as an extension
of The Vagina Monologues and is a
non-profit organization that
funds grassroots groups working
to stop violence against women
and girls, and helping the survivors of violence.
V-Day is celebrated on or
around February 14, and was
named one of Worth Magazine's
"100 best chanties" in 2001. The
V-Day campaign states, "The 'V
in V-Day stands for Victory,
Valentine,
and,
obviously,
Vagina."
At V-Day 2001, which sold out
Madison Square Garden (18,000
seats), many stars joined Eve
Ensler on stage for the Vagina
Monologues, including Oprah
Winfrey, Glenn Close, and Ten
Hatcher.
The play is used to raise money
to help stop violence againsi
women, and raise money they did
- millions of dollars. In 2002
alone, over 800 productions of
The Vagina Monologues took place

on college campuses and in communities to raise money.
Over $5-million has been
raised to date as a result from the
Monologues, and has served as a
base for V-Day to receive matching funds from corporations.
This year, V-Day hopes to give
away over $10-million. To see a
city near you that may be performing the Vagina Monologues,
and to check out the official
Vagina Monologues website, go
to
http://www.vaginamonologues.com/indcx/html.
Last Thursday, Friday, and
Saturday, that is all anyone could
talk about. The Vagina Monologues,
wntten by Eve Ensler and directed by Longwood senior Ariana
Ortega, were on Jarmen main
stage, and the word got around.
Just like the women on stage,
no one could stop talking about
vaginas (or chocolate vulva lollipops).
After an introduction, the play
moved on to many different mini,
one-woman, and sometimes all of

the women, skits, including
"Hair," about one woman's
unsympathetic husband; "If your
vagina got dressed, what would it
wear?" which included answers
such as "high heels!", "sequins!",
and "a feather boa!"
It moved on, to a touching
piece
preformed
by
Mel
McConnell about a 72-year-old
woman who had had many problems with her "down there", in a
piece called "The Flood."
People alternately became sad
and some cried with the piece
about Female Genital Mutilation,
and then happy and laughing with
a piece like "My Angry Vagina."
The Monologues made people
think. It made us happy, angry,
and sad, but most of all, it made
us think, which is the whole point
of the play.
Afterward, Dr. Megan Shockley
and Dr. Bill Stewart spoke about
third-wave feminism and media
image, respectively, making the
experience well-rounded.

Leslie Cooley, Amanda Francis, Courtney Kappel, Mel
McConnell, Diana Richardson, Ashley Sawnders, Remit a
Shaffer-Gottschalk, Jessica Smith, Kristin Vanderlaske, and
Amy Whipple. Girls you probably know and talk to...girls
who love vaginas!

IPohfar forest
APAKTMENT/^%2
• 2 AND 3 BR'S WITH 2 FULL BATHS
• CLUBHOUSE AND FITNESS CENTER
• SWIMMING POOL
• SPACESAVER MICROWAVES
• FULL SIZE WASHER AND DRYER
• MUCH, MUCH MORE!
PROFESSIONALLY MANAGED BY

Call today!434.392.5300

PARK PROPERTIES INC.
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Psychology Corner: Personality Tests Can Be a Window to the Soul
Kassandra Shugars
Caunsihng Center Intern

Everyone has heard of personality tests, taken them online, or
perhaps had a chance to take
them in a counseling situation.
What do they mean? How do
you know which ones are credible? Where do you find these
tests?
The Myers Briggs Personality
Scale is the most commonly used
personality test, and includes 16
personality types.
There are three reliable places
you can go to determine your
Myers-Briggs personality score,
one is the Myers Briggs Type®
questionnaire, another source is
the Kiersey Temperament Sorter,
and the thud is the MTR-i™
Team Roles questionnaire.
To obtain the most accurate
results, it is best to have the test
done by a trained professional.
Even with a professional however it is possible for these tests
to occasionally be wrong or not
fully represent a person's person-

ality.
you prefer to process informaAny personality test or ques- tion, breaks down into two choictionnaire that is credible will es as well; you either choose to
include with it validity research process information in the form
on exactly how accurate they are of known facts and familiar
most of ________^_^___
terms, or in the form of
the time.
possibilities
or new potenYour personality type
The
tial.
Myers may help you decide
From
this concept
Briggs what career held you
comes the second part of
person- may excel in_
your personality type ratality
ing, either an "S" for sensmodel is
ing, or an "N" for intuition.
based off four preferences;
The third part of the questionwhere you primarily direct your naire allows you to discover if
energy, how you prefer to process you make decisions based upon
information, how you prefer to logic and objective considerations
make decisions, and how you pre- or on the basis of personal beliefs
fer to organize your life.
and values.
When asking where you primaThis gives you the thud letter
rily direct your energy, the ques- in your type, a "T" for thinking,
tionnaire is referring to either the or an "F" for feeling. Finally, the
outer world of activity and spo- last preference of the Myers
ken words, or the inner world of Bnggs is about how you organize
thoughts and emotions.
your life.
From this question you get the
The choices are either in a
"E" or "I" part of your personal- structured way, making decisions
ity type, E representing extrover- and knowing where you stand, or,
sion, I representing introversion.
in a flexible way, discovering life
The second preference, how as you go along.

Apple of tke Week: Hey Meatkead!
Don t drop a dumbbell on your toes, and other weight room sa/ety tips
What's scarier than the
beefy guys
grunting in
the weight
room?
The fact
that
more
than half of
all people who do resistance
training strain their muscles while
working out (according to the
American
Academy
of
Orthopedic Surgery).
Here are some tips to avoid
injury:
Start with machines: free
weights can be tricky for beginners. There isn't a lot of support
and stability, so instead of looking
cool, you'll look like a clown trying to do a balancing act.
Free weights deliver amazing
results because your muscles have
to work harder to stabilize the
weights and your body.
However, beginners should

start out with machines that can
increase your strength, and prepare you for future use of free
weights.
Learn proper form: nothing
defeats the purpose of lifting
weights more than improper
form.
If you aren't doing the exercise
nght, you won't reap any benefits.
If you don't have the money to
fork out for a personal trainer,
grab a buddy who happens to be
an Exercise Science major.
Chances are, they probably
know what they are talking about,
but if you (or your friend) isn't
confident enough, than see a professional.
Warm up for 15 minutes: this
goes beyond the cardio machines
in the gym. Walking or jogging to
the gym is a great way to warm up
your muscles.
The purpose behind the warm
up is, exactly what it sounds like,
to warm up the muscles. (Sigh-

of relief, that wasn't too complicated).
Cold muscles are much more
likely to get injured than those
which have been properly
warmed up.
Start with the lightest
weight and increase slowly:
slow down Arnold, don't get
ahead of yourself.
You're kidding yourself if you
think you can benchpress 300 lbs.
nght off the bat. Start out with
45 lb. plates on either side and
add on from there.
Follow these tips, and do some
research before starting a weight
training program. There are
plenty of books and magazines
on the shelves that can aid in your
muscle bound endeavors

From this last area comes the sonality types of their students
"J" or "P" in your type, represent- may apply that to providing mething judging or perceiving.
ods of teaching that will allow
Other than being just plain fun them to flourish personally.
One study took 22,000 questo find out, our personality type
can be a guide to us in many areas tionnaires and found that from
of our lives.
that group the most common perFor example your personality sonality types were ISFJ, INEP,
type may help you decide what and ENFP (11.9%, 11.4%,
career field you may excel in, and 11.3%).
how to understand your co-workThe least common was found
ers, employees, or boss when you to be ENTJ at only 2.2%, howevget there.
er the ENTJ personality types
They can also be helpful in were also found by this study to
personal
make the most money and
relation- The ENTJ personality
be the most educated!
ships; by
Although
gomg
types
were
also
found
underthrough and answering
standing by this study to make
some of these questions
yourself the most money
without use of the quesbetter
Uonnaire may give you a
you will be able to more clearly fun guess of what your personalilook at the situation from anoth- ty may be, it is impossible to
er's point of view.
obtain an accurate measurement
Understanding others' person- without taking the full questionality types may also allow you to naire.
help them deal with their weakRemember that the only accunesses and maximize their rate personality test is one superstrengths.
vised by a professional.
Teachers who know the per-
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The first annual 5K

f)

ShamROCK-N-RUN j.
J^ Saturday March 29^ @ Warn

Benefiting Prevent Child Abuse America
"Run the miles for the smiles "
Sign-up in the Dining Hall or with any Kappa Delta

CSA Nominations
The Commuter Student Association is currently accepting nominations
(from students, faculty, and staff)
for CSA Board members and CSA Advisor
for the 2003-2004 academic year.
Term of office runs from
1 May 2003 through 30 April 2004
and meetings are held in the Student Union
every Thursday from 3:30 - 4:30 PM.
For a description of Board member positions go to
http://lancer.longwood.edu/org/csa and dick on CSA Board and then on
individual titles (such as Chair).
Pick up nomination and application forms in the
Commuter Student Lounge, Lankford (Student Union) 211.

LG^AA^A
Liz Richards
Assistant Editor

Applications must be received by 5:00 PM on Friday, 4 April
Elections will take place the week of 7 - 11 April
(Place your vote in the Commuter Student Lounge)
Winners will be announced at the 15 April meeting

Earn College Credit
Close to Home!

g

Student centered.
Community focused.
Summer sessions start
May 19 and July 1

703-323-3000
NORTHERN VIRGINIA
COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Dream it. Do it. Disney.
We're recruiting on campus!

Choose from:

NVCC offers:

•
•
•
•

• E-mail and Internet access!
• High quality instruction!
• Affordable tuition!

Hundreds of transferable courses!
Day, evening and weekend classes!
Full or part-time study!
12-week and 6-week sessions!

www.nvcc.edu

Longwood University
Thursday, April 10, 2003
4:00 PM, Hiner 207 Auditorium

NVCCinfo@nvcc.edu

Register today and make your summer count!
Alexandria • Annandale • Loudoun • Manassas • Woodbridge
Extended Learning Institute

Mark your ailendars—All majors and all college levels invited. This is your chance to go iaside
this world-famous resort, build your resume, network with Disney leaders and
meet students from around the world.
Check out a VViilt Disney Wbrld * College Program paid internship. 24-hour secured housing is offered.
College credit opportunities may be available. Visit our website al
wdwcollegeprogram.com and then come to die presentation. Attendance is required to interview.
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COLLEGE PROGRAM

Do you like to write? Take
Pictures? Manage money?
The Rotunda newspaper
offers all this and more!

wdwcollegeprogram.com

fOf • Drawing Creativity from Diversity • QDis ney
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FREE RENT
•
•

Call
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l£LL

•

4 buddies lease an awesome 4bedroom apartment!
Free rent for one person or you
can split that one person's free
rent up between all of you!
That's a savings of up to $80 a
month per person!

Imagine living in the best apartments you
can find in Farmville for under $300 a month!!!
This offer is limited, so please hurry in
todayEUO

Home Base?

#*

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
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Elections will be held April 7. Stop
by The Rotunda office in the Student
Union to pick up an application.
Applications due by 5 p.m. April 7
Open Positions are:
Assistant Features, Copy, Opinion,
Style, and Sports Editors
Features Editor
Photo Editor
Photographers
Business Manager
Staff Writers
Receive up to 3 credits per semester.
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Women s Basketball CVAC Tourney Champs
Sports Information

Longwood University advanced to
its first NCAA Division II
Women's Basketball East Regional
Tournament appearance since
1997, winning its quarterfinal contest past West Liberty State (WVa.)
77-63 on March 14 before falling to
Glenville State (WVa.) 63-51 in the
regional semifinals on March 15.
The Lancers, ranked #22 in the
March 19 Division II National
Coaches Poll, finished the season at
27-5 overall - a new school-record
for season wins — surpassing the
25-5 record by the 1996-97 team.
Against #6 seed West Liberty,
, #3 seed Longwood was led by
sophomore Marita Meldere/
Rujiena, Latvia who posted careerhighs of 28 points and 24
rebounds to lead the victory.
Meldere took control inside
early, scoring 11 of her 19 first-half
points during the opening 6:42 of
the game.
The Lancers led 30-27 at halftime as Meldere already had a double-double with the 19 points and

11 rebounds.
West Liberty rallied at the start
of the second half to lead 37-34
(16:06) on a three-point field goal
and the contest was tied at 43-43
with 11:21 remaining.
Longwood then took control of
the game with a 17-3 run to lead
60-46 with 6:16 left on a pair of
free throws from sophomore
Monica Mason/Virginia Beach.
Mason sparked the run with eight
points.
Meldere finished the game
shooting 11-19 from the field,
including a three-pointer, and 5-7
at the free throw line.
Her 24 rebounds were a new
Divison II women's championship
record, and she also had three
steals and a block.
Mason finished with a seasonhigh 14 points, adding five
rebounds, while senior Angel
Johnson/Charlottesville added 12
points and three assists.
Junior Leigh Farmer/Vansant
came off the bench to contribute
nine points, including two key
three-pointers in the second half.

The Lancers finished the game
shooting 42% (23-55) from the
field, making 4-8 three-pointers,
and 69% (27-39) on free throws.
LU also took a 45-33 advantage
on the boards.
"Marita just played a great
game," said head coach ShirleyDuncan. "They (West Liberty)
could not do anything with Monica
either."
Against #2 seed and nationallyranked #13 Glenville State,
Longwood shot just 33% (7-21) at
the free throw line against the
defending East Regional champions and national semifinalists of a
year ago.
The Pioneers scored the game's
first four points and never allowed
the Lancers to lead in the contest.
Longwood trailed 20-13 at the
8:03 mark of the first half but did
not score again until just before
halftime, trailing 26-15 at the intermission, going 7:58 without scoring.
The Lancers came out strong in
the second half, rallying to within
36-31 with 11:34 left on a lay-up

from Johnson.
Longwood trailed just 52-47 at
4:03 on a jumper from Monica
Mason before the Pioneers pulled
away over the final minutes, getting
4-4 free throws from Tracy Wyatt
during the final 40.5-seconds.
"The free throw shooting really
did hurt us," said Duncan. "Our
youthfulness probably showed-

while shooting 47% from the field
and 76% from the free throw line.
Freshman
Ashley Mason/
Virginia Beach followed with her
13.0 points and 4.7 rebounds while
shooting 50% from the field,
including 22 three-point field goals,
and 76% at the line.
Johnson added 9.3 points and
3.2 rebounds while shooting 39%
up."
from the field, including 18 threeJohnson led Longwood with 13 pointers, and 75% at the line.
points, adding six rebounds.
Monica Mason contributed 7.9
Mason finished with 10 points points and 2.1 assists, shooting 46%
off the bench, adding three assists, from the field and 81% at the line.
and Farmer again came off the
The Lancers averaged 79.9
bench to contribute eight points.
points while shooting 43% from
Meldere, averaging a double- the field, including 99 three-pointdouble
(15.4
points,
10.9 ers, and 74% at the free throw line.
rebounds), was limited to just
Longwood established new
seven points and eight boards, school-records for season wins
while junior Ebony Smith/Kents (27), points (2557), scoring average
Store also added seven points.
(79.9), free throw shooting percentThe Lancers shot 44% (21-48) age (.740), and blocks (138).
from the field, including 58% (15"This team should be proud of
26) in the second half, and the 33% what they accomplished this sea(7-21) on free throws.
son," concluded Duncan.
Longwood was led by Meldere
Longwood could return as many
with her double-double average of as 12 letter-winners for the 2003-04
15.1 points and 10.8 rebounds season, including four starters.

Men's Basketball Finish 15-14 Women's Lacrosse Ranked #2 in Division II
Sports Information

Longwood University split its
final two games of the season
during CVAC Tournament competition, defeating Coker (S.C.)
67-62 March 3 before a seasonending road loss at eventual
CVAC Tournament Champion
Belmont Abbey (N.C.) 76-64
March 5.
The Lancers completed their
season with a final record of 1514 overall. Longwood posted its
third consecutive season with a
record of at least .500 or above as
well as securing three-straight
.500 or above records within the
CVAC.
The Lancers are 51-35 overall
(.593%) during the last three
years, and 36-26 b the CVAC
(.581%) - a huge turnaround
from the combined overall record
of 47-90 (.343%) during the previous five seasons.
Against #11 Coker, #6
Longwood was led by junior
Charles Stephens/Danville who
posted his 11th double-double of
the season with 19 points and 10

rebounds.
The Lancers jumped to an
early lead at 23-12 with 8:26 left
in the first half. The Cobras,
behind 58% shooting from the
field, fought back to within 3428 by the intermission.
Longwood seemed to take
control once-again in the second
half, leading 60-50 with just 5:03
left on a lay-up from Stephens.
Stephens sparked LU during
the second half with 15 points
and seven rebounds after the
break, including two crowdpleasing slam-dunks on offensive
rebounds.
Coker kept the pressure on
down the stretch before the
Lancers finally sealed the outcome with 4-4 free throws over
the final 14.7-seconds.
Junior Ryan Earl/Tustin,
Calif, scored 14 points and senior John Parker/Pasadena, Calif,
contributed 13 points and seven
rebounds.
Longwood shot 45% (23-51)
from the field, including 3-12 on

See MEN'S p. 14

Ola Stokes
Sports Information Intern

Longwood University won two
women's collegiate lacrosse road
matches last week, defeating

Sophie Dress/EUicott City, Md.
(2g,
la),
senior
Jen
Hilbert/Annandale (lg, la), junior Carlee UUery/Charlottesville
(lg, la), and freshman Christine
West/Millersville, Md.

saves.

Against
Lock
Haven,
Longwood's attack was led by junior Kristy Taylor/Lorton with
four goals and two assists.
Taylor was followed by Cohen

8
:
2a mben
MarT^T
2\!2 Women's Lacrosse Season Statistics <UUery
>-(2g), Dressft
March 21, and Lock
(lg,
Haven (Pa.) 13-7 March
Kristy Taylor: 9 Goals. II Assists 2a) and Bikowski
22.
Carlee Ullery: 9 Goals, 9 Assists 0g)The Lancers ranked
Longwood goalEmily Bikowski: 15 Goals. I Assist keeper Wilson made
#2 in Division II are 5-

0, and scheduled to
seven saves, while
Jen Hilbert: 9 Goals. 6 Assists
host #3 CaliforniaSchmidt made one
Davis this Thursday, Marisa Cohen: IO Goals. 4 Assists save.Fla. (lg, la).
March 27 at 4 p.m. on
Sophie Dress: 6 Goals. 5 Assists
Schmidt
played
Lancer Field.
176:
00
minutes
with
Lisa Magness: 6 Goals. 3 Assists
Against Bloomsburg,
4.09 goals against
Longwood led at the Christine West: 4 Goals. 2 Assists percentage and has
intermission 11-5, and
made 23 saves for a
Ali Shafer: 4 Goals. 2 Assists
added an additional
.657 save percentage.
Tia Richardson: 4 Goals
seven goals to secure
Wilson has played
the victory.
Sharon Slotke: I Goal. 3 Assists 114:00 minutes with a
The Lancers' attack
6.84 goals against
Leanne Kibler: 4 Goals
was led by sophomore
percentage and has
Marisa Cohen/Mineral
Theresa Naumann: 3 Goals
made 16 saves for a
with five goals.
.552 save percentage.
Kristin Wydra: I Goal. I Assist
Cohen was followed
Following the Calby
freshman
Longwood junior goalkeeper Davis match, Longwood will host
Magness/Severna Park, Md. (4g, Stacey Schmidt/Berlin, N.J. had Shippensburg (Pa.) on Sunday,
la),
sophomores
Emily ten saves, while freshman goal- March 30 at 11 a.m. on Lancer
Bikowski/Fox Run (4g), and keeper Emily ] Md. made four Field.
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Equestrian Team Update
Carly Buttram
Cutst Writer

On Saturday February 22, the
Longwood Equestrian Team
competed
in
an
IHSA
(Intercollegiate Horse Show
Association) horse show at
Hollins University.
Among the showers, Kelly
Miller
received
4th
in
Intermediate Equitation over
fences, Andrea Noseck and
Amanda Resnick both received a
6th place and Niki Lowery
received a 4th place in Novice
Equitation on Flat
Carly Buttram received a 5th
place in Advanced Walk/
Trot/Cater.
On Sunday February 23, the
team competed in another IHSA
show at JMU/Bridgcwater.
At this show, Kelly Miller
received 5th in Intermediate
Equitation over fences.
Amanda Resnick received a
5th place in Novice Equitation
over fences.

Carly Buttram received a 3rd
and Alex McCabe received a 4th
in Advanced Walk/Trot/Canter.
Greta Lee received a 4th in
Walk/Trot Equitation.
Also, the team would like to
announce the naming of their
new coach.
Mrs. KC Hearn, recently of
Boston, Mass., competed on
Stonehill
College's

(Massachusetts) IHSA show team
and is expenenced in teaching
riders for this level of competition.
The team is excited 'and is
looking forward to building a
stronger team with Mrs. Hearn.
For more information about
the team, please contact Captain
Kelly Miller (x3289) or CoCaptain Carly Buttram (x3778).

Longwood University won both
of its matches last week, defeating Randolph-Macon 9-0 in
Ashland March 19 before a 5-4
victory
past
District
of
Columbia (DC.) March 23 at the
Lancer Courts.
The Lancers are now 9-1
overall, remaining 5-1 in the
CVAC, and scheduled to play
again March 27 at NCAA
Division I liberty University in
Lynchburg.
At Macon, Longwood took all
six singles matches and all three
doubles contests.
Those gaining wins in singles
were juniors Danielle Hess/Bel
Air, Md. at #1 (6-0, 6-0), Loren
Robertson/Fairfax at #2 (6-2, 64),
and
Cecilia
Robinson/Lynchburg at #3 (7-6,
6-1),
freshman
Jessica
Farr/Williamsburg at #4 (6-2, 62),
sophomore
Catherine
Melvin/Newport News at #5 (64, 4-6, 6-3), along with senior
Laura Whitehurst/Chesapeake at

MEN'S cont'd p. 13
three-pointers, and 75% (18-24)
at the free throw line.
The Lancers also out-rebounded the Cobras 28-20 and forced
20 turnovers by the visitors.
Coker shot 58% (21-36) from the
field, including 7-14 on three
pointers, and 77% (13-17) at the
line.
At #3 Belmont Abbey,
Longwood trailed just 12-10 at
the 11:05 mark of the first half
on a dunk from Parker.
The Lancers closed to within
26-22 at 5:08 on a three-point
play by Stephens who scored 11
points during the opening 20
minutes.
Longwood continually tried to
narrow the margin over the
remainder of the game, but could
get no closer than 10 points at 6757 at 3:01 on a pair of free throws
from Stephens who added 23
more points in the second half.
Stephens finished with a game-

high 34 points, including 17-22
free throws lo equal the school
single-game records for free
throws (17) and attempts (22). His
657 points this season are the
third-highest single-season total in
school history.
Earl dished out six assists to
give him 147 assists for the season,
a new school-record for season
assists.
Longwood shot 41% (18-44)
from the field, including 4-17 on
three-pointers, and 67% (24-35) at
the free throw line.
The Lancers averaged 72.5
points while shooting 45% from
the field, including 132 threepointers, and 70% at the free
throw line.
Longwood enjoyed a +7.1
rebounding margin - ranked 10th
nationally in Division II as of
March 4.
Longwood could return as
many as seven letter-winners for
the 2003-04 campaign, including
three starters.

Hollowell Leads Men's Golf
Sports Information

Women's Tennis 54 in CVAC
Sports Information

March 27, 2003

#6 (6-0, 6-1).
In
doubles,
Hess
and
Robertson won at #1 (8-0), as did
Robinson and Farr at #2 (8-3),
along with Whitehurst and

4^^
Melvin at #3 (8-0).
Against UDC, the Lancers
played short-handed with only
five players and took four of six

singles matches and one of three
doubles contests.
Those gaining wins in singles
were Robinson at #2 (6-2, 6-1),
Farr at #3 (6-1, 6-3), Whitehurst
at #4 (6-0, 6-0), along with
Melvin at #5 (6-0, 6-1).
In doubles, Whitehurst and
Melvin won at #2 (8-6).
Through
10
matches,
Longwood is being led in singles
by Robinson with her 13-3
record overall, 5-1 in the CVAC.
She is followed by Farr (12-4,
6-0), Robertson (9-6, 3-3),
Melvin (7-1, 3-0), Hess (7-2, 42), Whitehurst (6-5, 3-2), junior
Amber Miller/Virginia Beach
(5-6, 2-2), and freshman Ashley
Moore/Midlothian (1-2, 0-0).
In doubles, Hess and
Robertson are 9-0 overall, 6-0 in
the CVAC,
followed
by
Robinson and Farr (8-2, 5-1),
along
with
Miller
and
Whitehurst (6-2, 4-2).
Following the Liberty match,
Longwood will return home to
host Randolph-Macon in a return
match April 1.

Longwood University shot a 36hole total of 294-297-591 to finish third among 13 teams March
17-18 at the Lacey Game
Invitational hosted by North
Carolina-Pembroke.
North Greenville (S.C.) won
the event with its 589 at the
Pinecrest Country Club, a par 72,
6,578-yard course in Lumberton,
North Carolina.
The Lancers will next compete
at
the
Chris
Cothran
Intercollegiate
hosted
by
Radford University April 7-8 in
Pulaski, Virginia.
Longwood was led in North
Carolina by sophomore medalist
Brian Hollowell/Carrollton who
fired a school-record of 140 with
rounds of 71-69 to place first
individually among 73 golfers.
Hollowell was followed by
freshman
Michael
Joyce/Ontario, Canada (73-75148, tilth), along with juniors
Matt Paciocco/Richmond (7277-149,
t-15th),
Carl
Magnusson/Linkoping, Sweden
(78-76-154, t-34th) and Mike
Nemcosky/Chesapeake (83-77160,t-53rd).
The 591 team score equaled

the squad's lowest effort this year.
Also playing as individuals for
Longwood were freshman Kevin
Johnson/Forest (76-74-150, t20th),
and
junior
Justin
Cullivan/Williamsburg (79-79158,t-46th).
For the season, longwood is
being led by Hollowell with his
75.25 scoring average.
Hollowell is followed by Joyce
(76.54),
Paciocco
(78.08),
Nemcosky (78.38), Magnusson
(78.53), Johnson (78.89), and
Cullivan (79.00).
The Lancers are averaging
305.59 as a team this year.
Following the Radford tournament, Longwood will participate
in the Carolina Sands Invitational
April 12-13 in Elizabethtown,
North Carolina.
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Meet Your Longwood Lancers
Kristina Loerch
Assistant Sports Editor

Kristina Loerch
Assistant Sports Editor

Name: Tia Richardson
Nickname: Big Head (I don't
really have a bighead)
Hometown: Ellicott City,
MD
Sport: Lacrosse
Position: Defense
Year: Junior
Major/Minor: Major in Pre
Physical Therapy, and minor
in Spanish
Organizations Involved In:
Basic Gospel Choir
Other Sports Interested In:
Basketball and Football
Favorite Movies: Love and
Basketball & The Lion King
Favorite TV Shows: Sports
Center & Dora The Explorer
Favorite Music Performer:
Fred Hammond
What do you like to do in
Eour free time: Play with
eroy and work with kids
Someone who has been a
role model to you: Mi madre

Name: Carl Magnus son
Nickname: Galvin
Hometown: Stockholm
Sport: Golf
Year: Junior
Major/Minor: Psychology
Other Sports Interested In:
Hockey
Favorite Movie: Caddy Shack
Favorite TV Show: Seinfeld
What do you like to do in
your free time: In whatever
free time I have, I spend it
with my friends. We usually
end up gambling (on the golf
course but not aunng season),
eating or drinking
Someone who nas been a
role model to you: Fred
A favorite inspirational Couple used to be when I
quote: I can do ALL things grew up, he is as laidback as
through Christ, whicn you get.
strengthens me -Philipians A favorite inspirational
4:13
quote: What I tell myself over
Next Game: 3/21 vs. every putt: "If you miss this,
Bloomsburg @ UMBC
you suck."

Favorite Sports Moment:
Real thrilled to qualify individually for the regionals my
freshman year, not quite as
excited when I had my worst
tournament of the year playing
in it.
Next Game: The Longwood Hampden Sydney Challenge,
ApnT3-4

Penn Makes Strides to Foster Tolerant Platjing Field
new student organization PATH,
or Penn's Athletes and Allies
Tackling Homophobia and
Heterosexism - hoped to identiA panel of athletes and athletics
fy and begin to alleviate.
experts spoke Tuesday night to
Panelist and former collegiate
bridge two often distinct groups athlete Elise Betz revealed her
- athletes and the lesbian, gay,
bisexual and transgender commu- own encounter with homophobia during her playing years.
nity.
"In my
"Coming Out to Play: The
experience,
Experience of the LGBT
Athlete" was part of QPenn's it just wasn't
continuing montage of events, safe to be
out,"
the
which ends on Friday.
Penn
Fund
"There are gay, lesbian, bisexuassistant
al, transgender people on your
director
teams," panelist and University of
said. "You
Pennsylvania Graduate School of
did everyEducation Senior Fellow Douglas
thing you
Toma told audience members.
could
not to ———-——
"Believe it."
be
one
of those dykes on the
Yet when he put forth the chalbasketball
team."
lenge for the audience to think of
Former
Penn varsity swimmer
an LGBT professional athlete, it
took a full three minutes to gen- Blake Martin, who graduated in
erate the name of a Women's 2001, portrayed a slightly
National Basketball Association improved situation from the time
Betz was in school.
player.
"I never felt unsafe ... but you
This discrepancy was the issue
don't want to be made fun of,
that the panel - sponsored by
Laura Sullivan
U-Wirt

"I like to think that we are senpanel discussed the use of the
sitive,
that our coaches are sensiword "faggot" and the phrase,
tive," she said. "But I think [stu"That's so gay."
"The coach plays such an dent] perception is reality."
And as long as concerns over
incredible role" in establishing a
positive team dynamic, Martin safety and acceptance are a reality
to LGBT athletes, work remains
added.
For others, it's the players to be done
"My predominant reaction at
themselves who must foster a
better envi- having heard all this tonight is
ronment sadness," Lesbian Gay Bisexual
and
an Transgender Center Director
accepting Robert Schoenberg said.
Yet the panel and the proposals
attitude.
made
Tuesday night inspired
"It has to
some
optimism
within the audistart with
athletes," ence.
"I thought it was really concollege junior
and structive." QPenn Committee
track team Chairwoman Amanda Nordstrom
member said.
The panelists aimed to find
Athletic Department to hang a Erin Rhoades said.
ways
to help not only athletics free
sign that says, We Love You, You
But regardless of who should
itself
from homophobia, but also
implement modifications, people
Queers,'" Betz said.
for LGBT athletes to free themInstead, she stressed the are listening.
importance of smaller improveCalling the panel "enlighten- selves from the fear of not being
ments that could be made within ing," Associate Athletic Director accepted.
"When I let go of all that,"
athletic departments.
Mary Di Stanislao saw the stu"I think we would all agree lan- dent accounts of personal expen- Betz said, "then I really saw my
true potential as an athlete."
guage is huge," Betz said, as the ences as reason for change.

you don't want to be ostracized,"
he said of revealing his sexuality
to his team.
To confront these problems,
the panelists proposed an array of
solutions they hope to implement.
"It doesn't have to be a big
thing - I don't expect the

'There are gay, lesbian, bisexual,
transgender people on your
teams... Believe it," said
University of Pennsylvania
panelist Douglas Toma
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&ujichase at JLcnaWoccC<s
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Some of our residents need a roommate or two,
so we want to help them find you! We're lookin'
to lasso some new residents during roommate
round-up from March 31st to April 13th.
Our goal> To find you the perfect the roommate
What do vou get> If you are one of the lucky cowboys
or cowgirls that get one of these rooms, you WIN a special
prize
How do I know what I get> When you lease one of the
empty rooms, you get to pop a Sunchase balloon. Inside
the balloon is a special note that tells you what you win
Tuesday, 4/1/03 & Tuesday, 4/8/03 listen to
WHVL (92.9) for more details!
There will be FREE food and giveaways!

CALL TODAY

§ 434.392.7440
www.suncha
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